In this paper, a multiple population genetic algorithm (MPGA) is proposed to solve the problem of optimal load dispatch of gas turbine generation units. By introducing multiple populations on the basis of Standard Genetic Algorithm (SGA), connecting each population through immigrant operator and preserving the best individuals of every generation through elite strategy, MPGA can enhance the efficiency in obtaining the global optimal solution. In this paper, MPGA is applied to optimize the load dispatch of 3×390MW gas turbine units. The results of MPGA calculation are compared with that of equal micro incremental method and AGC instruction. MPGA shows the best performance of optimization under different load conditions. The amount of saved gas consumption in the calculation is up to 2337.45m 3 N/h, which indicates that the load dispatch optimization of gas turbine units via MPGA approach can be effective.
Introduction
The gas turbine centered gas-steam combined cycle with high thermal efficiency, low pollution discharge, short building time and advanced start-stop performances is well-accepted and fast-growing in electricity generation industry. In this situation, it is important to improve the efficiency of gas turbine power plants. Load dispatch is an essential method to improve the economic efficiency which makes the load dispatch optimization a key point. In mathematics, the problem of optimizing load dispatch is a complex high-dimensional nonlinear problem containing integer and continuous variables [1] [2] [3] [4] .
With the development of computer technology and artificial intelligence, modern intelligent algorithms show great advantages in solving load dispatch problems, which mainly includes simulated annealing, artificial neural network, ant colony optimization, genetic algorithm and chaos optimization [5, 6] . Among them, genetic algorithm has a fast development due to fewer limits and requirements for continuous or differentiable objective function [7] . Moreover, it shows of strong robustness characteristics, global optimization and parallel computing in solving nonlinear problem, which makes it widely applied in optimal operation of power system. Therefore, this paper is to focus on proposing an efficient algorithm to solve the the problem of optimal load dispatch of gas turbine generation units. A multiple population genetic algorithm is adopted to optimize the calculation of load dispatch of a gas-turbine plant in this paper [8] [9] [10] , which shows a better find-best ability to solve the problem.
Optimal Load Dispatch Model of Gas Turbine Generation Units
Binomial expression is usually adopted to fit the characteristic curve of gas consumption of gas-turbine generation units. The function of gas consumption has the form as follow.
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a b c are the gas consumption characteristic coefficients of each unit; i f is the gas consumption of each unit; i P is the load of each unit. Suppose the whole plant has n units which can be put into operation and the total load demand is D P . So the goal of the load dispatch is to minimize the total gas consumption by distributing the load to each of the n units reasonably according to their gas consumption characteristics. The load dispatch model can be described as follows. . It should be noted that the performance of Gas Turbine Combined Cycle (GTCC) is influenced by the ambient conditions such as temperature, pressure and so on. Therefore the performance should have been revised according to the ambient consitions. The influence of ambient conditions is not discussed in this paper for space limitations. Generally speaking, the pressure of a certain place varies so slightly that its influence can be ignored. And every 1℃depression in inlet air temperature results in about 0.45% power increase of GTCC and slight variation in heat consumption rate [11, 12] .
The Model of Multiple Population Genetic Algorithm

Overviews of the Algorithm
Genetic algorithm derives from computer simulation study of biological systems. It is a self-adaption optimization algorithm that simulates heredity and evolution of biology in environment. The basic idea of using genetic algorithm is expressing the n units as real vectors and using random selection or other methods to generate "initial population". Then individuals in the group of each generation proceed selection, cross and mutation by certain probability. According to survival-of-the-fittest mechanism, it adopts stepwise iteration method until the optimal load dispatch results are obtained. Genetic algorithm has less special requirements for objective function. It can find global optimal solutions in theory. It also can provide many optional solutions and fits for parallel processing. Multi-population genetic algorithm (MPGA) is based on standard genetic algorithm but it has a better ability of global search and can overcome the problem of premature convergence compared to standard genetic algorithm. In MPGA, many populations evolve simultaneously which adopt the same methods as standard genetic algorithm (SGA) and realize coevolution through immigrant operator connecting different populations. Elite operator is adopted to preserve the best individual of each generation, which judges the convergence [13, 14] . In all, MPGA mainly includes such steps as: initial populations, selection, heredity, variation, migration and artificial selection. The structure of MPGA is shown in Figure 1 . 
Initial Populations
Feasible solutions of load dispatch are coded into chromosomes or individuals. Generally the coding methods include bit string coding, grey coding, real coding, multi parameter coding and etc. For load dispatch problems, the real number coding needs no value conversion and we can directly carry out genetic manipulation on phenotype of solutions. Therefore we choose real coding method in this paper. Every chromosome is a real vector. Then, N sets of data representing load dispatch solutions are generated in random. Every set of data is an individual. MPGA generate t populations and each population consists of N/t individuals. MPGA begins to evolve with the N data.
Fitness Function
Fitness function is the function that needs to be optimized. It is the criteria to judge whether an individual is good or not. Fitness functions are generally converted from objective functions. For the problem of optimal load dispatch, the smaller the value of fitness function, the better the fitness of an individual. For load dispatch of gas-turbine generation units, the fitness function is described as follows.
where penalty factor C usually takes a larger value in the process of optimization [7] . It will lead to a large value to the objective function if the solution does not satisfy the restriction, so that the solution will be eliminated.
Selecting Operation
Selection is to select those individuals whose fitness functions values are small to become parents and generate a new population to reproduce the individuals of next generation. The individuals of oversize fitness function value will be eliminated because of maladjustment. Selecting operation involves roulette method, championship method and etc. In this paper roulette method is adopted. The probability to enter next generation for every individual equals to the rate of its own fitness and the sum of all the individuals' fitness. The bigger the fitness value, the greater probability for an individual to be selected and the greater probability to pass into next generation are. So the probability of being selected for individual j is:
where F j is the fitness of j, n is the amount of individuals in one population.
Crossover Operation
Cross is to select two individuals from parent generation, by the crossover of chromosomes, to generate a new good individual. Real crossover method is used in this paper. The cross operation method of No. m chromosome a m and No. n chromosome in position k is described as follows.
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Mutation Operation
Mutation is to randomly select one point of an individual from parent generation and mutate the point so as to generate a random individual. The mutation operation method of No. j gene of No. i individual is described as follows [7] . 
where amax is the upper bound of gene; aij, amin is the lower bound of gene a ij ;
, r 2 is a random number, g is current iterations, Gmax is the maximum evolution time, r is a random number in region [0,1].
Elite Strategy
In MPGA, different populations develop through different operation parameters to achieve different search targets. Then it realizes multiple populations' co-evolution through the migration operator. The migration operator compares the best individuals of each population and substitutes the worst individuals of each population by globally optimal individual. Then by artificial selection operator, optimal individuals of each population and generation are recorded as the criterion of algorithm convergence [7] .
Simulation
In [6] the author uses equal micro incremental to optimize the load dispatch of 3×390MW gas turbine generation units. In this paper, the gas consumption characteristic equations from [6] are used for the calculation of the MPGA.
According to paper [6] the characteristic coefficient of gas consumption function and bound constraints are shown in Table 1 . Take total load P D =505MW on July 25, 2007 as an example. Fitness function is described as follow. 3 3 2
The units in operation are just 1# and 2#, so U 1 =U 2 =1， U 3 =0. Take 100 for the penalty factor C. 
In this multiple population genetic algorithm model, the amount of the populations is set to 10. Cross probability pc of each population randomly generates between 0.7 and 0.9, Mutation probability pm randomly generates between 0.01 and 0.05. The size of population is set to 40.
Through the optimization of MPGA, the minimum value of fitness function reaches 90833.33, with the load of 1# unit 242.84MW and 2# unit 261.46MW. The total gas consumption is 90771.60m
3 N/h. The evolution process of this calculation is shown as Figure 2 .
In a similar way, all the results of load dispatch calculation are obtained and compared with results of other methods, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 . 3 N/h compared to AGC instruction. It indicates that using MPGA to optimize the load dispatch problem of gas turbine units can improve the economic efficiency of the units.
Conclusions
Considering the importance of gas-fired generation in the field of energy, it is necessary to improve the efficiency of gas turbine power plants. Due to the complexity of gas turbine operation, the requirement for algorithms of good performance is strong.
Multiple population genetic algorithm is based on standard genetic algorithm and introduces multiple populations into optimal search process. In MPGA, different populations evolve simultaneously and are connected by the migration operator. The elite strategy can ensure message to be exchanged among all kinds of the populations and takes full advantage of knowledge accumulation in evolutionary process, so the solutions of the method are more reasonable.
By establishing fitness function, crossover, mutation and elite strategy, the theory of MPGA is used to build up a load dispatch model of the gas turbine generation units to optimize the load dispatch. Compared with the results of equal micro incremental method and AGC instruction, MPGA shows a decrease of gas consumption. Therefore, it indicates that MPGA has an advantage in the optimization of operation of gas turbine units. This work will contribute to the operation of gas turbine power plants.
